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Give a Chance. Make a Change.

Message from the Founders
From humble beginnings in 2010, when we first became involved
in changing the lives of 15 street kids in the slums of Kampala
(Uganda) we now find ourselves some nine years later, with
almost 1,000 Ugandan children receiving an education, entirely
because of ChanCes Charity. By education, we actually mean
they are receiving a ChanCe.
These kids are from the poorest of the poor, and without
ChanCes, many would be involved in a life of poverty and
hopelessness.
We now know what to look for!
A parent, guardian, uncle, aunt, brother or sister must be involved
if any family exists –and it probably does. Orphanages are not
good practice and often only benefit those running them.
According to research, carried out in recent years, we now know
that around 10% of the children may be true orphans. The reality
is family structure indeed exists along with a strong cultural
expectation of extended care. Unfortunately, many of these
family structures have been broken down since being enticed
into believing their children are better fed, schooled and housed
in orphanages.
We are now supported in Uganda by great schools who offer ChanCes reduced fees, as their way of giving
back to their own, and some even have special guidance staff to assist our kids to feel a part of the new
school system.
We have been involved in several infrastructure projects, having supported local building projects of school
classrooms, dormitories, toilet blocks, bathrooms and even fences. Once such project was taking dilapidated
humble mud structures and with guidance from passionate communities, we provided raw materials for
development of their beloved school, enabling enrolments to increase. This means our involvement has
enabled around 500 more students to attend primary school.
We have Gift Recipient Status in Australia, which means that all donations are fully tax deductible.
Recently, ChanCes has been recognised as an International NGO by the Government of Uganda, which allows
us to work transparently with the Ugandan Government. Most importantly, we have people, structures and
relationships in place in Uganda and here in Australia, that allow us to continue with our hands-on approach
where Jo actually meets with our students and beneficiaries during her 6 monthly visits.
It seems that we are only touching the surface. Our goal is to be in a position whereby if we see a need, then
we can do something about it.
ChanCes grew out of our family business called S.E. Rentals Pty Ltd. Put simply, ChanCes Foundation receives
more money as it writes more business with its funders. This could not happen without the support of our
banking partners - De Lage Landan, Capital Finance and Macquarie Equipment Rentals.
To this day, SER still pays for all administration staff, local staff travel and accommodation, so that every cent
raised via our funders, goes directly to a school, project or some initiative, that meets our criteria. If someone
is in need, that does not meet our criteria, then S.E. Rentals, or us personally, or some of our friends, will often
step in and help where we/they can.
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To date, we have not campaigned for individual donations.
However, some terrific people out there have offered, and
we have gratefully accepted, as we know what that money
can do and how far it can go.
So, if you like what we are doing and feel that you would
like to help, there are many ways in which you can help to
give a ChanCe.
We recommend starting by spending some time on our
website www.chances.org.au to get a feel for what we are
about; and if you like what you see, then please get in
contact with us. Let’s talk about where your interests lie
and what appeals to you – volunteering, donating or
fundraising.
Jo and Steve Sykes
Founders, ChanCes Charity Foundation

Executive Summary
Built on the passionate commitment to give people a
chance to make a positive change in their lives,
ChanCes continues to focus on sustainable expansion
over the next three years in order to address needs of
the world’s most vulnerable people.
Investing in programs that create generational change
for developing communities and help give a ChanCe
and make a change.
We are people doing little things that make a big
difference.

Our Purpose
We listen, assess and respond to the needs of vulnerable children and their families in developing
communities to give a chance and make a change.
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Our Beliefs and Values
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We give ChanCes … we invest for change
We focus on the individual needs of vulnerable people
We listen, we assess, we respond
We empower individuals and communities
We believe in sustainability and long-term outcomes
We are humble in our approach
We believe in transparency
We provide practical support based on real need
We care – emotionally, financially and spiritually
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Executive Board & Team
Steve Sykes: Chairman
Steve is best described as a “people person” and his true happiness has always
been found in watching others grow and helping them on their journey.
Steve has been in the finance industry all his working life and he has owned
and operated vendor equipment finance company, S.E. Rentals (SER), for the
past 23 years. Steve’s company reflects his own personal credo, i.e. that it is
never about you – it is always about others. SER is now the largest
independent player in its space in Australia – no surprise that its greatest
strengths are its people and culture.
For Steve, his eyes were opened wide on a visit to Uganda in 2010. Steve
couldn’t forget the suffering, pain and unfairness of life for many in Uganda
and immediately Steve and his wife, Jo, started offering support.
Steve brings a wealth of business experience, a loving and giving heart, the
ability to develop people around him and most of all, a willingness and desire
to get involved.

Jo Sykes: Founder & Executive Officer
Like many Australians, financially supporting various international and
domestic charities has been an important aspect of Jo Sykes’ adult life.
Running a successful boutique interior design practice for over a decade
allowed Jo to support many initiatives, but it wasn’t until a trip to Uganda in
2010 that Jo’s eyes were truly opened to the inequality in the world.
Witnessing the tangible needs of fellow human beings, Jo experienced a
compulsion to do something to help that didn’t involve just sending financial
aid but to make true human connections that bring hope as well as assistance.
“Little people doing little things that make a big difference.”

Robyn Emmerson: General Manager
Robyn always had an interest in Africa and wanted to make a difference
without really knowing how. Robyn started by sponsoring kids in different
parts of Africa and then was offered a trip to Uganda by S.E. Rentals in
recognition of her long service.
To say it opened Robyn’s eyes to a different world is an understatement.
She could not believe that in the 21st Century people live in such dire
conditions without fresh water and food - the things we take for granted.
However, Robyn noted what they did have - a very strong family, community
connection and faith.
Robyn has now been to Uganda 4 times and loves going back to see all the
people ChanCes have supported. “I love being a part of ChanCes and making aa
a difference; it’s certainly given me a different perspective on life and what is
really important.
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Fr Martin Maunsell: Director
A Catholic Priest currently the Parish Priest of St. Kevin’s Eastwood in NSW.
Fr Martin has visited Uganda and taken part in formal Ugandan Catholic
Church ceremonies with parishioners and clergy.
With a strong sense of Christian social justice, Fr Martin’s experience in
fundraising and awareness-raising is appreciated by the board, and ultimately
by those in Uganda. Fr Martin comes with a solid and objective overview of
people and experiences. His guidance on precarious situations is always seen
as extremely practical and to the point, whilst open and honest.

Vanessa Sykes: Board Member
Vanessa has a passion for people and their collective, individual and cultural
similarities and differences.
She graduated from Macquarie University with a Bachelor of Psychology with
a focus on Anthropology and is now a Strategic Risk Manager within the
financial services industry. At the midpoint of her degree, she accompanied
her parents on a trip to Uganda where her perspective of the world, future
ambitions, and equality were changed forever. Vanessa has volunteered with
many charitable organisations over the years, however having visited Uganda
numerous times through ChanCes, the people they help and Uganda itself
have left an imprint on her heart she cannot ignore.
Vanessa brings with her an understanding of cultural relativism, a modern
perspective, practical experience, and a balanced, analytic oriented approach,
with the unique ability to remain objective.

Jennifer Ure: Operations Manager
Jennifer works closely with Jo in the Sydney office and has a Bachelor of
Arts majoring in Computer Science and Pure Maths and has spent many
years in the banking sector.
Having spent time during her childhood in Papua New Guinea, Jennifer
brings to the table a unique understanding and empathy of indigenous
communities facing adversity. Jennifer’s genuine passion to help and be
involved makes her an integral part of the day-to-day function of ChanCes
Charity.
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Our History
2018

Employees on the ground and almost 500 sponsored students, with another 500
students attending school due to our building classrooms.
We have recognised the need to create pathways for the future job prospects of our
students. We believe it is our responsibility once we offer children an education to
follow their journey and guide them into professions. In a country with over 80% youth
unemployment we are now looking at creating partnerships with business enterprises.
Our future is partnering with organisations who are ‘repurposing’ Orphanages and
working with the Government of Uganda in support of de-institutionalisation care for
children. We are taking an active part in this transaction.

2017

After investigation and regular visits every 6 months, we no longer work with
organisation’s promoting Orphanages. Our experience led us to understand this can be
an effective way to solicit large amounts of money for personal usage. Research tells us
that 80 to 90% of children found in orphanages in fact have family. The family believes
they are giving their children/dependents a better chance in an institution. We know this
is not true and actually has the adverse effect on a child’s development.
Kanani Village School has classrooms built and Queen of Peace Primary continues to
develop with consistency and transparency where the local school community raise the
seed capital.

2016
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2015

We sponsor 106 children into boarding schools. Our 10 original boys now aged 8 to 14
years are boarding in Primary, with the 4 older boys in senior school and our deaf
student attends a live-in vocational training centre.
We also support a number of young people from poor rural areas including South
Sudanese refugees with primary and secondary education (including 24 pygmy students)
and the university education for 4 youths.
ChanCes is also working with local communities to develop infrastructure for the Kanani
Village Primary School and the Queen of Peace Primary School, one classroom at a time.

2012

On our return to Uganda we were saddened to find the boys in the same situation, but
now there were 15 with the youngest just 5yrs. Some of the boys had returned to the
streets believing that ‘Shalom’ was unable to help them any longer. This was a turning
point for the development of ChanCes.
Working with the Archbishop of Kampala and representatives from the Child Welfare
Adoption Society group, it was decided to take the boys to Kankobe Orphanage. The
boys were rushed to their new home in Kankobe Orphanage within the week, although
this in itself was a challenge as Kankobe was not set up for youths older than 14yrs and
4 of the boys were over this age. However, after just a month the older boys willingly
adapted to the orphanage.

2010

Our first trip to Uganda we found 22 boys at ‘Shalom’ aged from 7yrs to 19yrs in terrible
living conditions. There were several funders, however the rented premises offered very
little security or sanitation, so here began our personal involvement. We offered
ideas/suggestions and began donating more funds, with the view to improve the
situation.

2008

We met a Ugandan priest in Australia who was struggling setting up a home for street
boys in Kisenyi (a slum area of Kampala). We began sending some money to help feed
and house the boys. Eventually a home was secured (rented) and the Shalom Charity
Foundation was set up as an Orphanage for 22 street boys
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Impact & Future
“Helo Mummy hw a u me am so greatful 4 wat u did 4 me and sister, mum when we reached at school
i was not believing it Mummy God Bless u and i luv u so.......much.”
Nakate Daphine

“I had lost hope as for my education is concerned but due to your positive consideration through the
scholarship, I was able to continue with my academics and am really grateful …I was even more
grateful when Charity chance organization carried me on through the next level of my education
(Advanced level)”
Kansiime Rodah

“I would like to thank you for your caring heart that has enabled you provide this continuous support
towards a "poor" young man like me who even had no hope of going back to school after my form 6
(UACE). Who am I not to praise you who has managed to pay my tuition for all these Eight (8)
semesters and also, I would like to thank the almighty God who made you come into my desperate life
I was in, and finally made you my Mummy.”
Mutebi Fred

“Mummy when you found me in 2010 I had no hope; I didn’t know of such thing as hope. Now I can
see a future and I even have hope and now I see at this school it is teaching me to be a gentleman.
Thank you Mummy”
Henry Ssenyonga

“We happily rejoice for your cooperation and love to our community we say thank you!!!! Let Jesus
ever lead your struggle. Say thank to our Benefactors. May God thrice their income and resources.
Amen”
Sunday Moses
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Next Steps
Our future support

1. We are now seeking to expand our support in the areas of Youth Education and Youth
Infrastructure programs.

2. We will grow our support to increase the number of students each year and support the growing
influx of South Sudanese with school education sponsorships.

3. We will increase our support to individuals and groups by building classrooms in existing village
schools and help with the purchase of materials, whilst engaging with community groups.

4. We will continue to provide support and complete development of the Kanani Village and Queen Of
Peace schools, and also focus on teacher support and educational aids.

5. We will introduce S2S pen-pal opportunities between primary schools in Uganda & Australia where
only lives and stories are exchanged therefore promoting relationship above money.

6. We will endeavor to create pathways into job opportunities where we identify corporates and
business owners willing to share in giving our students a ChanCe.

7. We have a Country Manager on the ground with 5 part-time staff, working to support our students
and families.
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How We Measure Success
We insist on a 90% success rate in helping children and their families who have no
opportunity, to see a way forward, to have hope and to see an improvement in their
circumstances.
This is evidenced by offering education, counselling through social workers and
assisting with access to everyday needs where none is available. We are consistent
and persistent in our approach because we believe in sustainability and long-term
outcomes.

Key Strategic Drivers
1. Education & Infrastructure

We support in the areas of youth education and youth infrastructure projects.

2. Investment

We invest for the future, we don’t give handouts. We don’t fund lifestyle needs or provide one off
payments.

3. Sustainability

We believe in sustainability. We believe in capacity building and helping generations establish
successful futures.

4. Real Need

We support the real and specific needs of individuals. We listen, we assess, and we respond.

5. Collaboration

We collaborate with relevant professional organisations to ensure the needs are met. These
organisations must have the same values as ChanCes. We are always open to collaboration with other
charities however potential partners must meet stringent guidelines of transparency and
accountability.
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Programmes & Support
Our goal is to deliver and expand our programs to meet the unmet needs
of vulnerable people in developing communities.
was available.

Breaking the cycle of poverty in developing communities through:

3. Future Infrastructure
and Investment

1. Youth Education

2. Special Needs

Primary, secondary and
vocational education for
children and young
people aged 5-25 years.
By funding school fees
and requirements

Giving a chance to people
who are severely
disadvantaged where no
other chance is available.

Impact Statement:

Impact Statement:

Impact Statement:

Vulnerable children and
Young people are
empowered with a good
education giving them
opportunities and choice
for the future

Vulnerable
Individuals/Groups are
empowered to become
self-sustainable and no
longer rely on support to
survive.

Encouraging collaboration
over competition

Assisting communities to
improve the existing
school infrastructure,
allowing for larger
enrolment and local
income to support the
educational fees only.
Giving schools a ChanCe
to be the best they can.
Encouraging school
leaders to mentor similar
opportunities within their
local community,
therefore building
collaboration between all
local schools, leading to
thriving co-operative
community culture.
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S.E. Rentals Commitment
S.E. Rentals (SER) is committed to people – its own as well as those in need.
This is why they forged links with specific African communities and are proud to
be investing in the education of the children. By supporting these children,
everyone at SER feel they are working for a greater cause – where excellence in
finance enables them to do their bit for some kids who have challenges that
most of us will never have to endure.
In 2010 the owner of SER and his wife Jo visited Uganda and arrived home
realising they had seen things that they couldn’t ignore ”(once you’ve seen you
can’t ‘unsee’)” People were suffering badly. They made the decision to help give
them a chance to make a better life.
They started helping with money, support and love. The results were heart-warming. Using these three
ingredients, they have been able to give help and a chance to people who literally had no chance – hence the
charity ChanCes was born.
SER remains at the heart of the charity as its main sponsor. It is seen as the reason for being and because of
this, they have committed to pay for all administration costs so that every dollar raised, goes directly to give
people with no chance – a chance.
The commitment of SER to ChanCes goes far deeper than just money alone; it is embedded in a philosophy
that goes beyond being seen as a good corporate citizen. ChanCes is part of the fabric of the organisation,
with staff and clients actively engaged in the work of the charity.
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Operational Outcomes

Revenue

Governance
• Improved accountability &
transparency
• Reduced risk
• Additional funding opportunities
secured

• Diversified revenue streams
achieve budget to deliver program
objectives
• 50% of revenue comes from nonlinked SER sources

Goal to build a robust and sustainable
organisation with low overheads, which
invests 100% of revenue directly to the
cause.

Infrastructure & Systems

Brand
• ChanCes has an increased profile
amongst stakeholders
• The public has a greater
understanding of the need
• SER corporate social responsibility
program is a case study for others

• 100% of revenue goes to programs
(SER funds admin)
• Goals achieved without headcount
investment
• Systems in place to support goals
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Thank you
ChanCes Charity Foundation
ABN: 52 603 681 670
Level 2, 20 Chandos Street
St Leonards NSW 2065 Australia
PO Box 312, St Leonards NSW 1590

ChanCes Charity Ltd
NGO Permit No: 2653
Plot 1081, Block246
Muyenga, Kyeyitabya
PO Box 12483 Kampala, Uganda

Email: info@chances.org.au
Facebook: facebook.com/chancescharity
Website: www.chances.org.au
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